
What Makes the 
Personal Protective 
App Different?
We didn't develop the Personal Protective App (PPA) because we 

could, we did it because it was requested by our clients. As the 

reality of the pandemic set in, users of our operations software 

MESH asked us if we would build them a solution to help manage 

new health and safety protocols and COVID-19 employee screening.


The solution matured into its own stand-alone health and safety 

platform, the Personal Protective App, helping hundreds of 

organizations manage their workforces throughout the uncertainty 

and complexity of the past year.

Vaccine & Influenza Tracking


COVID-19 Test Result Tracking


Attendance & Capacity Tracking


Employee and Visitor Screening


Detailed, Easy to Navigate Reporting 


Enterprise Integrations


Best-in-Class Security and Data Protection


Dedicated Implementation & Customer Support Teams


Temperature Checks 


An Ever-Evolving Platform
Since its launch, the PPA platform has continuously evolved in response to the changing needs of workplaces in 

healthcare, education, manufacturing and more, across all of North America. We are constantly updating with an 

improved user experience in mind, and adding increased capabilities in response to regulatory changes and user 

feedback including:

High Security & Privacy Standards

Unrivaled Customer Support

“As an administrator, I received quick, courteous, and helpful support 
from the Go Evo support team when I had some specific questions. I 

would certainly recommend this app and the Go Evo company to 
anyone who is seeking a COVID-19 workplace screening app.”


– Cheryl Farris Manning, Children’s Aid Society

“In the COVID era, we were looking for a reliable partner that could 
ease our employees back into our workplace with their safety and 
health being most important. We were starting with no previous 
experience and needed a supportive partner. We chose the PPA 
app due to the easy ability to understand and implement! Made for 
a very easy decision.” 
– Elizabeth Howard, Second City

Powered by Microsoft Azure’s industry-leading security and compliance solution, you can be confident that 

your organization’s data is protected. PPA is hosted on Microsoft’s Azure cloud infrastructure, which allows us 

to deliver scalable, available, and fault-tolerant security services.


The PPA platform leverages Azure’s strong geo-redundancy, replication, and recovery options, and follows 

Microsoft recommended best practices. Azure meets a broad set of international and industry-specific 

security, privacy, and compliance standards including ISO 27001, HIPAA, FedRAMP, SOC 1, and SOC 2. We take 

your privacy seriously.

Providing excellent customer service is a part of Go Evo’s DNA. Our implementation specialists will walk you 

through every step of the quick and easy roll-out process making sure you are completely comfortable with 

the app before launching it to all users.


All of our clients also have access to our dedicated support portal. There you will find a library of support 

articles and be able to connect with our live support team. Our goal is to ensure one of our experts is always 

only a click away.

Go Evo’s Personal Protective App was developed in early 2020, leveraging their existing operations 
management system MESH, to respond to the immediate screening needs by employers across North 
America. The updated Personal Protective App is a simple, affordable way for organizations to keep their 
employees safe while protecting individual privacy and improving operational processes. 

About

4+ 500+ 100,000+
Years in Business Active Clients Users on the PPA Platform

Go Evo has been revolutionizing 

government operations for over 

3 years.

Go Evo is currently partnered 

with over 500 active clients 

across multiple industries.

New users are being added to 

the Personal Protective App 

platform every single day.
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